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Samsung email app not working with hotmail

Many smartphone manufacturers encourage you to create user accounts that often add additional features and services. When you create a Samsung account, you not only have an easy way to access various Samsung services, but also a quick, simple way to find, turn off, or even delete your phone if it's ever lost or
stolen. The information in this article applies widely to all Samsung smartphones. You can create a Samsung account during the configuration process on your phone, but you can also do so online through your computer. In a browser, go to the Samsung Account webpage and select Create Account. Read the terms and
conditions, terms of service and Samsung's privacy policy on the next page and choose Accept. Fill out the sign-up form by entering your email address, selecting a password, filling in some profile information, and then selecting NEXT. This is it! You can now sign in with your newly created credentials. Add a Samsung
account to your smartphone from the Add Account section of the main settings. The interface on your Samsung phone may look different than the screenshots below, but the steps for activating a Samsung account are the same for all devices. Open the Settings app on your phone. Scroll down and tap Cloud and &gt;
That's it! You can now sign in with your newly created credentials. If a Samsung account is already assigned to your phone, remove it before adding another one. Select Add Account. You'll see a list of all the accounts that can be set up on your phone. Active accounts have a green dot next to them, and inactive
accounts have a gray dot. Select Samsung Account. You must be connected to Wi-Fi or a data network to continue. On the Samsung account screen, select Create Account. If you want to add an existing Samsung account, such as a Samsung account, you can add a new account to your phone. Tap Next to accept the
terms of service. Enter the information you want, including an email address, password, and name, and then choose Create. To access your account information, go to &gt; cloud accounts &gt; accounts and tap your Samsung account. Once your account is set up, be sure to set it to Automatic Sync Data in the Accounts
section. With an active Samsung account, you can do too much: Find your phone. Delete, lock, and unlock your phone remotely. Use exclusive apps for your phone, such as Samsung Pay, Bixby, Samsung Health and Samsung Pass (biometrics). Eat your data and photo gallery. Once you've created a Samsung account,
you can enjoy all the Samsung Services without having to create or sign in with additional accounts. Any Android phone requires you to set up a Google Account. Your Samsung account is completely different from this and offers features you can't access anywhere else. Setting up a Samsung account enables more
features for your phone in addition to additional features for compatible TVs, Samsung Gear, computers, and a lot This is one of the most useful on your Samsung account. Find My Mobile allows you to register your phone to find it if it gets out of place. When you track your lost phone, remotely lock it, make your phone
ring (if you think it's lost but nearby), and even set a number calling your lost phone to be forwarded to. If you think your phone won't be returned to you, you can also delete your phone remotely to remove sensitive or private data. If you're someone who takes a million photos and never remembers downloading them to
your computer, don't stress. Samsung Cloud automatically backs things up every so often. Set your device to sync: Calendar events and tasksContacts, email addresses, and business cards Photos, videos, and storiesNoted text dataVoice notes, photos, and tasksReathmarksEmarks, saved pages, and open tabs from
Samsung InternetSung Pass sign-in informationScrapbooks, photos, screenshots, and NOTESS action notes, favorites, and categories Samsung Health serves as your hub for the health of all things. In addition to helping you keep track of workouts and water intake, it can also sync with running apps to put all the
information you want in a single place. There is a lot going on in this app, but the goal is to put you in control of your health. Samsung's PENUP app is really a social network for artists who like to share their work with others. Use your S-Pen to draw amazing works of art right on your phone. Thanks for letting us know!
Tell us why! Email apps are a popular App Store category for a simple reason – almost all of us need to access email on our iPhones and iPads. While Apple has its own Mail app built into iOS devices, some people want a more feature rich experience. Fortunately, there are plenty of developers out there who are trying
to create the perfect iOS inbox, but it's hard to sort through dozens of email apps available. We delved into the App Store in our latest YouTube video and rounded out a handful of the best email apps we found. Subscribe to MacTrum's YouTube channel for more videos. Best Email Apps for iPhone Spike Polymail
Airmail Spark Edison Mail Spike Spike, a free app, is a conversation-based email app that used to be called Hop. The app's goal is to make email more of a message like conversation, organizing the inbox into a chat-style window. Spike removes e-mail headers, signatures, and more to make the e-mail experience chat-
like, prioritizing email sent by people while archiving newsletters and other automated emails to other folders. Other features include a unified inbox, email group settings, quick replies, a unified calendar, and snooze. Spike is unusual and not our first choice, but it is quite unique and could be what some people are
looking for. Polymail Polymail, also free, is more of traditional email app. It has a sleek, clean interface with a useful comment and mention feature that is available on the desktop for teams. On iOS, Polymail offers useful features such as tags, read later and read receipts to tell you what someone has received and read
your email. You can also get reminders to follow up on an email that someone has read but hasn't responded to. Other unique features include a calendar invite option in the write window, a single click unsubscribe, email planning, clicks and attachment tracking, and more. Polymail is one of the more useful apps if you
want to better track who sees your emails, but if you don't need this functionality, there may be better apps for you. Airmail Airmail, priced at $4.99, started as a Mac app and then expanded to iOS. Airmail is a straightforward email app focused on minimalism. There's a single unified view of All Inboxes for quick email
management, but if you swipe from the left, folders are available for to-do lists, snoozed e-mail messages, and attachments, which is handy for finding specific content. Airmail keeps it simple, with options for replying, deleting, and archiving when you view an e-mail message, even though there is an expanded set of
features in the write window, including tracking, later send settings, reminders, and templates. Airmail is compatible with a wide range of other services and apps, so you can better integrate the apps you're already using with your email app. The airmail interface isn't going to appeal to everyone, especially on iOS, but it
does provide a good cross-platform experience. Spark Spark, a free app from Readdle, is one of our best email app picks. Spark offers a smart inbox that presents your most important emails first, save junk, newsletters, and less important tasks for later. Emails are automatically categorized into sections that include
Personal Messages, Messages, and Newsletters, but you can use a single brandhose inbox option if you want. Spark has a robust search engine, which makes it easy to find an email, something that we liked about the app. Spark has tools to discuss and collaborate on emails with your team, and it's one of the few
email apps with these kinds of tools. It also provides options for scheduling emails and snoozing emails, plus there are smart notifications so you only get pinged when there's something important to see. Other Spark features include follow-up reminders, integrations with other services, and customizable swipe gestures.
Edison Mail Edison Mail, another free app, is super popular on the App Store for a reason. It has a clean, modern look, customizable swipe settings, and all the tools you need to manage your email. Edison Mail's design is reminiscent of the design of the Mail app, so it fits well on the iPhone, but it provides a richer
feature set than the Mail app. There's an included personal assistant that organizes your inbox, sorts subscriptions, travel emails, bills, receipts, and package emails. It allows you to track packages and sends a warning when something is out for delivery, and can do other things like send messages to upcoming flights.
Traditional tools are also included, included, snooze options, send undo, and one-tap unsubscribe. It can also be integrated with Face ID, providing another layer of protection for your inbox. Conclusion Of all the email apps listed above, which are some great options for email management, we liked Spark and Edison the
best, with Edison ranking as our top favorite. If you're looking for a new email app to try, it's worth taking a look at everything on the list. Did we miss your favorite email app? Let us know which one you prefer in the comments. Comments.
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